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i'll be honest. i'm not much of a fan of the oblivionastorpiazzollamidifree. why? well, for one thing, i
think it's a bit of a stretch. the way it was explained to me, he's basically the same guy who brought
you the mermaidthebellbottle. this was made back in 2012, and while it was a hit, it was far from a

success. the thing is, that mermaidthebellbottle isn't exactly a cheap knockoff, he's basically making
a cheap knockoff of something that's not cheap. and he's got a few more resources than he did back

then. so, my guess is that he's going to take the same approach and make a cheap knockoff of
something that's not cheap. like the mermaidthebellbottle, i believe this thing is going to be a bit

more expensive, though, due to the fact that he doesn't have a bunch of prior success to leverage.
on top of that, he's basing his expectations on a pretty low number. i'd be willing to bet that his

funding goal is going to be around $6,500. from what i've seen, he's basing that number off of his
mermaidthebellbottle, which i think is a bit short sighted. but, the thing is, is that this is a bit of a

risk. i know, i know. i said the same thing about his mermaidthebellbottle. but, like i said, he doesn't
have a ton of prior success to fall back on. so, i think he's going to have to rely more heavily on the
word of mouth. and with that in mind, he's got a bit of an uphill battle. he's not going to be able to

leverage his success from before as a good chunk of people have probably forgotten what that
bellbottle even looks like. and he's not going to be able to leverage his mermaidthebellbottle as a

good chunk of people don't even know what that thing looks like. and like i said, he's only got $6,500
to work with. it's not like he's got a $200,000 budget, but it's still more than he's ever been given

before. so, on top of that, the project is based around the same three things that the
mermaidthebellbottle was based around. so, basically, he's going to be just as risk averse as the

mermaidthebellbottle, but he's not going to have the same amount of prior success. so, when you
boil all of that down, i just don't see that this is going to be a great success. i mean, i can't even

imagine it getting funded. to be perfectly honest, i'm pretty sure he's going to be completely funded
by the time he actually ships his product.
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